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Collection Overview

Repository: National Anthropological Archives
Title: MS 7095 Yavapai Songs
Identifier: NAA.MS7095
Date: undated
Extent: 1 Item (cassette sound recording 32 min.)
Creator: Harrison, Mike, 1886-1983
Kheria, Sigrid
Williams, John
Language: Undetermined
Upland Yuman

Digital Content: Audio: Songs [cassette sound recording]

Administrative Information

Provenance
Received from Dixie Davis, Yavapai participant in American Indian Cultural Resources Training Program, 10/77. National Anthropological Archives accession 78-35.

Provenance
Previously titled "Songs [cassette recording]."

Citation
Manuscript 7095, National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution

Scope and Contents

Includes: 1) Mike Harrison playing the bamboo flute (2) John Williams, song of medicine man Mike Nelson (3) Harrison, song for mountain spirit dance (4) Williams, song of Jim Mucket for cloud (5) Harrison, song of medicine man Job Urki (6) Harrison, snake song (7) Williams, song of Mike Nelson (with drum) (8) Williams, song of medicine man Tom Jones (9) Williams, song of medicine man Haikoto (10) Williams, song for dance entertainment (11) Harrison, Snake Song (12) Harrison, song of his father, medicine man Okanya (13) Harrison, song of his father (14) Harrison, song used to call rain (15) Williams, song of his grandmother for 1840s (16) Williams, curing song of medicine man J. Mukot (17) Williams, song of Pakakya (18) Williams, song of Ire Urki.
Local Numbers

NAA MS 7095

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
- Indians of North America -- Southwest, New
- Language and languages -- Documentation
- Northern Pai
- Yavapai Indians
- Yavapai language

Cultures:
- Indians of North America -- Southwest, New
- Yavapai Indians

Names:
- Haikoto
- Jones, Tom
- Mucket, Jim
- Mukot, J.
- Nelson, Mike
- Okanya
- Pakakya
- Urki, Ire
- Urki, Job